Clear Ether
Friday, January 13th, 2017

Cancellations
We regret that Saturday morning yoga and
Sunday evening yoga are both cancelled.
Our teacher is under the weather.
Look for the separate sheet from
Programming with the list of cancellations
and changes.

Memorial for Stephanie Clarkson
There will be a wake for fellow fan and
Arisia volunteer Stephanie Clarkson, who
died in July 2016. It will take place in r oom
407 on Sunday, 1/15, from 4
 :00 p.m. to 7:30
or 8:00 p.m. It is an open-invite gathering.
Come join with Stephanie's friends and
loved ones to remember her life and knit
some pussy hats.

Take Part in Pitch Mania!



Think you'll be running late to Pitch Mania
(Sat. at 10pm), but still want to compete?
You can enter your name early at the
Fantastic Books table in the Dealers' Room.
If your name is called and you are not
present, you will forfeit your chance to
compete. We will still pass the jar at the
beginning while we explain the rules, so
there is no need to enter in advance.

Spaceteam! is both a ridiculous co-op game
played on phones and also an entertaining
card game. Seats 4-12, best run with 6-8
players.

Play with Greykell

Keep Talking

and Nobody Explodes is a
game for 2-3 people about trying to disarm
a bomb. It's a game that must be
downloaded to a computer. Games take
about 5 minutes to run once everyone
knows how to play and it's frenetic and
crazy and fun. Heard about it on the Fun
and Games panel? Play it here!

Join our Fan Guest of Honor for games of
SpaceTeam and Keep Talking and
Nobody Explodes! 4:00 PM, Saturday,
HARBOR 1, signups open now.



Download the S
 paceteam! app to your
phone, tablet, or computer first please!

